Causes of chronic infections and possible approaches to their treatment
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Causes of chronic infections remain unknown. Admittedly, they are related to the antibiotic resistance of microorganisms and immune deficiencies. This, however, contradicts many observations. The active susceptibility hypothesis postulates an absence of fundamental difference between normal and pathogenic microfloras—both are infective and both may or may not cause diseases. Potential chronic infection foci consisting of normal microflora are permanently formed in healthy carriers because the microorganisms release substances that are necessary for the host. That is, natural infection foci are actually formed by the host rather than microorganisms. Since normal and pathogenic infective microfloras are essentially similar, any chronic infection focus is conceivably formed by the host out of biological necessity. Hence, however hard we try to eliminate a chronic infection focus, the body will infect itself again with the same microorganism. This may explain why chronic infections defy cure. Since active susceptibility to infections results from the host’s need in products of microorganisms, a logical approach to chronic infection control is to provide the host body with these products (or genes responsible for their synthesis). Then, the host’s susceptibility would disappear, thereby ceasing the infection.
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